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DISCLAIMER
This draft document is developed to facilitate and stimulate discussion. It may not have been reviewed, and may have
factual or other errors.
This document is not to be further reproduced or distributed without express permission from WaterRock Energy
Economics (HK) Limited.
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Executive Summary (1 of 2): Latest Market Dynamics
▪

▪

Near-term coal price spike:
−

The increase of Newcastle coal prices from $200/mt to $ 350/mt in March 2022 translates to an increase in fuel cost of about
$70/MWh for marginal coal units.

−

Based on the recent coal forward price curves, spot coal prices is expected to be at 350/tonne in Mar 2022 and then decline to
270/tonne in June 2022, USD 235/tonne in Dec 2022, USD 140/tonne in Dec 2023 and around USD 125/tonne in Dec 2024.

−

We assume that there is one month lag for the spot coal prices to be reflected in the delivered coal price to the power plants.
The higher coal prices are likely to be reflected in the short-run marginal cost in the marginal coal units. This will likely
increase the WESM prices to USD 150-190/MWh (7.5-9.5 peso/kWh) in Q2 2022. WESM prices will likely normalize to around
USD 80-100/MWh (i.e. 4-5 peso/kWh) from late 2023 onwards.

Market fundamental:
−

Demand has bounced back to pre-covid level in 2021. Post-COVID, it is expected to grow 3-5% each year, translating to 600800 MW of demand growth.

−

In the near-term, the addition of the two 680 MW GNPower Dinginin coal units will help to balance the market as long as there is
no coal fuel supply shortage. Furthermore, the expected commissioning of the 440 MW Mindanao-Visayas Interconnection
Project (MVIP) in June 2022 can help to export the surplus power from Mindanao to Visayas and Luzon.

−

Market fundamental is expected to tighten quickly after 2023, and the uncertainty on gas supply can create further price
uncertainty and resource adequacy concern.,
WaterRock Energy Economics
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Executive Summary (2 of 2): Investment Opportunities
Opportunities
a

To meet growing
demand
b

To displace old
technology/
infrastructure
c

To acquire
privatized
assets

Market Context
▪ Post COVID-19, demand in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao is expected to grow 4-6 percent on the
back of strong economic growth.
▪ Annual incremental capacity to meet the growing demand is 600-800 MW
▪ Domestic gas production is expected to decline after 2022 due to depleting gas reserve; New LNG
terminals offer a cost-effective solution to ensure availability of gas to existing and new CCGT
capacity
▪ Old coal and gas plants built in the 1990s need to be replaced or refurbished

▪ PSALM has a mandate to privatize its assets under EPIRA, and it planned to privatize 150 MW
Casecnan hydro asset, 797 MW CBK pumped storage hydro and 200 MW Mindanao coal power
IPP contracts in 2022-2024. The bidding for the 150 MW Casecnan hydro project is scheduled
in 2022.

d

M&A
Opportunities
e

Special projects

▪ Merger & acquisition opportunities are likely to be sporadic as most of the “obvious” targets have
been divested.
▪ Cost of renewable technologies (such as solar and battery energy storage) continues to fall, and
thus they are likely to be economical for more applications in the power sector.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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Outline

1

Market Characteristics and Key Drivers of the Philippines Power Market

2

Investment Opportunities in the Philippines Power Market
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Appendix - Introduction to WaterRock Energy Economics
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Background

Reform law (EPIRA) in the Philippines has survived three presidential terms and
it has provided a sound legislative framework for the power industry since 2001
Different Regions in the Philippines Power Market

Electricity Market Largely Liberalized
▪ Generation assets and contracted capacity are largely privatized
(>70%)
▪ Retail tariffs are restructured and unbundled with no crosssubsidies since 2005.

Luzon

Markets are Functioning OK

Mini-grids
Visayas
Testing of the MVIP Interconnection line has started
in March 2022, and it could
start commercial operation
in June 2022

Mindanao

▪ Wholesale Electricity Spot Market (WESM) commenced
operation in Dec 2006, and was expanded to Visayas in Dec
2011. The inter-connection between Visayas and Mindanao will
likely happen in second half of 2022, and it can help to export the
surplus power from Mindanao to Visayas and Luzon.
▪ Retail Competition and Open Access (RCOA) started in 2013 but
it has been progressing very slowly
▪ Under EPIRA, government is restricted to re-enter the generation
sector.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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Historical WESM Price

WESM Luzon spot wholesale prices have been volatile and event-driven, and
its trading range is 2.0-7.5 Php/kWh with long-term avg price at 4-5 Php/kWh
Average WESM Price in Luzon
USD/MWh PhP/kWh
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Ex-ante Luzon Spot Prices
High
demand and
low hydro

High demand
and major
plant outages

▪ Volatile WESM price, trading at a
range of 2.0-7.5 peso/kWh. Price
spike could be driven by:

Ex-ante Visayas LWAP
Major plant
outages and
low hydro

Major plant
outages and gas
curtailment

-2.0
Jan-11

Weather events. Price could be
higher in dry and hot years due
to low hydro generation but high
peak demand.

‒

Forced outages. Coal plants
built in the 1990s (3.5 GW)
could have higher forced outage
rates, which leads to occasional
price spike.

‒

Gas curtailment due to
maintenance or forced outage of
the Malampaya gas field

Luzon

Visayas

-40

‒

Jan-12

Jan-13

Jan-14

Jan-15

Jan-16

Jan-17

Jan-18

Jan-19

Jan-20

Jan-21

Jan-22

▪ Time-weighted average WESM
price is 4.8 peso/kWh in 2021,
largely reflecting the long-run
marginal cost of building a new
thermal unit.

Source: PEMC, DOE, WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis
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Near-term: Coal Price Spike

The increase of Newcastle coal prices from $200/mt to $ 350/mt in Mar 2022
translates to an increase in fuel cost of about $70/MWh for marginal coal units
Short-run marginal cost (SRMC) of Subcritical Coal Plants
Peso/kWh

US$/MWh
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169

‒ Fuel cost increase. If the recent price spike from around
USD 200/tonne to more than USD 350/tonne is reflected
in the April/May delivered coal prices, the additional fuel
cost could be around USD 70/MWh (or 3.5 peso/kWh).
This is sizeable, nearly 60% of increase.

~70/MWh
98

‒ Tax reduction. The temporary suspension of taxes [i.e.,
the import duty of 7% from non-ASEAN countries and the
excise tax of 150 peso/tonne (i.e. USD 3/tonne] will only
be able to help mitigate the fuel cost increase slightly.

64

Existing Subcritical
Coal Plant @ coal
$130/tonne

▪ For short-term dispatch, coal plants will usually bid into the
market at its fuel cost plus variable operating cost (VOM) plus
a margin. The margin depends on the supply and demand
fundamental of the market.

Existing Subcritical
Coal Plant @ coal
$200/tonne

Existing Subcritical
Coal Plant @ coal
$350/tonne

Note: Heat rate of the subcritical coal plant is assumed to be 11 GJ/MWh (i.e. efficiency of 33%).
Source: WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis

‒ Market fundamental. At least in the near-term, the
addition of the two GNPower Dinginin coal units will help
to balance the market as long as there is no domestic coal
supply shortage. However, if there is any coal fuel supply
shortage due to the inability to import the required coal
quantities from Indonesia, WESM prices could also spike.

WaterRock Energy Economics
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Near-term: WESM Prices

WESM prices could increase to USD 150-190/MWh in Q2 and Q3 2022, and it is
expected to normalize to USD 80-100/MWh after late 2023
WESM Price Forecast and Coal Forward Curve on 18 March 2022
Peso/kWh USD/MWh
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▪ We assume that the high spot coal
prices in March 2022 is reflected in the
delivered coal prices to the Philippines
in April 2022. Coal prices is expected
to be at 350/tonne in Mar 2022 and
then decline to 270/tonne in June
2022, USD 235/tonne in Dec 2022,
USD 140/tonne in Dec 2023 and
around USD 125/tonne in Dec 2024.
▪ The higher coal prices are likely to be
reflected in the short-run marginal cost
in the marginal coal units. This will
likely increase the WESM prices to
USD 150-190/MWh (7.5-9.5
peso/kWh) in Q2 2022.
▪ WESM prices will likely normalize to
around USD 80-100/MWh (i.e. 4-5
peso/kWh) from late 2023 onwards.

Source: WaterRock Energy Modelling
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Near-term: Impact of COVID-19 on Demand

Power demand in Luzon and Visayas has bounced back to pre-covid level in
2021
Luzon Avg Monthly Load
GW

2019

2020

▪ Mar 17, 2020 to May 15, 2020: Average load was down 1025% in Luzon and 5-15% in Visayas

2021
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Minus 1025% in 2020

5

2020 vs 2019: -5.8%
2021 vs 2020: 7.3%

4
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Visayas Avg Monthly Load
2019
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

2020

2021

▪ Aug 4, 2020 – Nov 2020: Restrictions are on and off. Demand
drop is still 5-6 percent in most weeks, as most businesses still
operated on reduced work hours and load shifted from C&I to
residential.
▪ Dec 2020 – December 2021: Restriction are on and off. But
power demand has been relatively resilient, and largely bounce
back to pre-covid level in 2019

2020
2021
2019

Jan

▪ May 24, 2020 to early Aug 2020: Residential load is sensitive
to climatic conditions. With a heat wave hitting the Philippines
during the period, the reduction in average load dropped to
less than 10 percent. Easing of ECQ in June – early Aug also
helped demand to rebound

▪ 2020 vs 2019 demand growth:

Minus
5-15%
in 2020
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Typhoon

2020 vs 2019: -2.9%
2021 vs 2020: 3.0%
Jul

Aug

Sep

Source: PEMC
Note: Average daily demand is based on ex-ante hourly demand published in PEMC website

Oct

Nov

Dec

‒ Luzon: -5.7%; Visayas: -2.9%.

▪ 2021 vs 2020 demand growth:
‒ Luzon: +7.3%; Visayas: +3.0%.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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Medium- and Long-term Drivers: Demand

Steady demand growth in both Luzon and Visayas translates to material need
for new capacity and investment
Luzon System Monthly Peak Demand, MW
GW
12

Visayas System Monthly Peak Demand, MW
GW

Monthly Peak Demand (Luzon)

12-month Rolling Avg

+5.0%
CAGR

10

2.5

Monthly peak demand (Visayas)

2.0

+5.8%
CAGR

8

12-month Rolling Avg

1.5
6
1.0
4

2

Incremental annual supply needs to be around
500 MW just to meet the annual peak demand
growth (350-450 MW)

0

Source: DOE, WaterRock Energy Analysis

0.5

Incremental annual supply needs to be about
100 MW just to meet the annual peak demand
growth (80-100 MW)

0.0

WaterRock Energy Economics
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Medium- and long-term Drivers: Future Energy Mix

The Philippines government has ambitious plan to shift the energy mix away
from coal in the long term
2008: 61 TWh [Actual]
RE
(34%)

Hydro
Geo
Oil
(8%)

Coal
(26%)

Gas
(32%)

Coal
Gas
Oil
Geo
Hydro
Biomass
Solar
Wind

2020: 102 TWh [Actual]
RE
(21%)

Gas
(19%)

Coal
(57%)

Coal
Gas
Oil
Geo
Hydro
Biomass
Solar
Wind

2040: 364 TWh [Government Plan]
Coal

Solar
(15%)

RE
(35%)

Coal
(25%)

Gas
Oil
Geo

Hydro

Hydro

Geo

Gas
(40%)

▪ Coal was the predominant new resource to meet growing demand in the past decade. The
Philippine energy mix could become too homogenous for over-relying on coal, making it
susceptible to coal supply disruption.
▪ Gas production is highly uncertainty after 2024, posing risk on future gas availability to existing
CCGT plants and power supply adequacy.
▪ Wind and Solar addition has been slow post Feed-in-tariff regime in 2016-2020. Activities have
picked up for solar projects since 2021. 230 MW solar capacity was added in 2021, and
another 800 MW solar and 160 MW wind capacity are under construction.

▪ The government has ambitious plans to expand gas, solar and hydro capacity.
As the Philippines market is de-regulated, it remains to be seen whether investors will follow the
government’s guidance.
− Key recent RE policy that can influence the energy mix is the renewable portfolio standard
(RPS), which ensures a minimum incremental RE share based on electricity sales.

▪ Market fundamental is expected to tighten, and the uncertainty on gas supply can
create further price uncertainty and resource adequacy concern.
▪ Even though the government has ambitious plans for RE capacity expansion, it will still depend
on the incentives of different key generation companies and distribution utilities to invest.

Biomass
Solar
Wind

WaterRock Energy Economics
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Outline

1

Market Characteristics of the Philippines

2

Investment Opportunities in the Philippines
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Appendix - Introduction to WaterRock Energy Economics
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As demand grows robustly with changes in technological and fuel
market, opportunities are plenty and diverse in the Philippines
Opportunities
a

To meet growing
demand
b

To displace old
technology/
infrastructure
c

To acquire
privatized
assets

Market Context
▪ Post COVID-19, demand in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao is expected to grow 4-6 percent on the
back of strong economic growth.
▪ Annual incremental capacity to meet the growing demand is 600-800 MW
▪ Domestic gas production is expected to decline after 2022 due to depleting gas reserve; New LNG
terminals offer a cost-effective solution to ensure availability of gas to existing and new CCGT
capacity
▪ Old coal and gas plants built in the 1990s need to be replaced or refurbished

▪ PSALM has a mandate to privatize its assets under EPIRA, and it planned to privatize 150 MW
Casecnan hydro asset, 797 MW CBK pumped storage hydro and 200 MW Mindanao coal power
IPP contracts in 2022-2024. The bidding for the 150 MW Casecnan hydro project is scheduled
in 2022.

d

M&A
Opportunities
e

Special projects

▪ Merger & acquisition opportunities are likely to be sporadic as most of the “obvious” targets have
been divested.
▪ Cost of renewable technologies (such as solar and battery energy storage) continues to fall, and
thus they are likely to be economical for more applications in the power sector.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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a

To meet growing demand

New capacity and gas infrastructure needs to be financed soon, or the
Philippines market could experience power shortage after 2024
Supply and Demand Dynamics in WESM (Luzon + Visayas)

GW

Geothermal

Gas

Coal

Hydro

Biomass

Oil

Solar

Wind

Peak Demand

Rerserve Margin

Target reserve margin

25

45%

Reserve Margin
(Right axis)

40%

20

35%

Hydro
15

10

30%
25%

▪ Market fundamental will
start to tighten quickly after
2022

▪ New capacity [both thermal
and renewables] will need
to be financed and built
quickly to meet the growing
demand.

20%

Peak
demand

Coal

15%
10%

5

Gas
0

5%
0%

20112012201320142015201620172018201920202021202220232024202520262027202820292030

*Note: According to current Grid Code, Required capacity = Peak demand + Regulating reserve (4% of peak) + Contingency Reserve (largest unit, 647MW for
Luzon) + Dispatchable Reserve (2nd largest unit, 647MW for Luzon).
Source: DOE, WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis

Uncertainty on future
Malampaya gas production
after 2024 poses risk on future
gas availability to the existing
3.2 GW CCGT plants and
power supply adequacy
WaterRock Energy Economics
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To Meet Growing Demand (Thermal Capacity)

The economics of coal vs gas has become more complex and careful
analysis needs to be done to assess the most economical option
Domestic Gas Production

Plans on New LNG Terminals

mmscf/d
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Owner

Project

Expected Gas Production

First Gen, Tokyo Gas (20%) &
potentially a third partner

First Gen LNG Terminal in
Batangas

Actual Production
(data from DOE)

Philippines LNG (PLNG project)

AG&P

EWC Pagbilao LNG

EWC

PNOC-led and Other LNG project

PNOC and other developers

Economics of Coal vs Gas

Fundamental Shift in LNG Market

New supercritical coal
New advanced CCGT (@ USD 9/MMBtu)
New advanced CCGT (@ USD 12/MMBtu)

230

Availability of
US LNG (HHlinked) provides
a cap on future
LNG price
(<12/MMBtu)
and increases
optionality for
buyers

Long-run marginal cost,
USD/MWh

a

New Coal
180
New CCGT @ USD
12/MMBtu

130
New CCGT @ USD
9/MMBtu
80
10%

20%

30%

40%

Capacity

50%

60%

70%

factor of the power plants

New gas is
always
economical for
mid-merit
application

80%

90%

WaterRock Energy Economics
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a

To Meet Growing Demand (Renewables, 1 of 2)

Depending on the RPS obligation, the capacity gap is 5-15 GW of solar and
wind capacity by 2030, translating to 0.5-1.5 GW of annual RE capacity need
Fundamental Supply and Demand of RECs, 2018-2030
▪ Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS): In 2017, the DOE
released a circular on RPS, which was formally started since
2018. The first compliance year is 2020, and all DUs can meet
the requirement in the first 2-3 years. Key Design Elements:

Millions of RECs,
TWh
Supply from Committed REs (from 2021)
35.0

Supply from existing Non-FIT REs
Supply from FIT REs

30.0

Annual RE requirement (1% RPS)
Annual RE requirement (2.52% RPS from 2023)

Annual RE
Requirement
(2.52% RPS
from 2023)

− The on-grid Mandated Participants (MPs) are load serving
entities (DUs/ECs, retailers, etc).

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0

Annual RE
Requirement
(1% RPS)

− RE market is to be set up to facilitate the trading of RE
certificates (RECs) to help MPs to meet their RPS obligation.

▪ Green Energy Auction Program (GEAP): The DOE will
facilitate the signing of long-term RE contracts via Green Energy
Auction Program (GEAP) to help RE financing. This will then
Committed RES
(from 2021)
help DUs to meet the RPS obligation.

5.0

Existing
non-FIT REs

0.0

FIT REs

Source: DOE, WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis

− Obligation is to increase RE share by 1% each year starting
from 2019. The NREB has recommended to increase the
annual obligation to 2.52% from 2023 onwards.

− The first tender is likely to be held early 2022 after releasing its
rules via a DOE Department Circular in December 2021.
− By 2030, the renewable capacity gap could be 4-7 GW if 1%
incremental RPS is adopted or 9-17 GW if 2.52% incremental
is adopted after 2023.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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a

To Meet Growing Demand (Renewables, 2 of 2)

The first Green Energy Auction Program (GEAP) has a total of 1260 MW solar
and 380 MW wind in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao
Notice of Auction on Jan 18, 2022
Timelines

Target Capacity
RE
Resource

Hydro

Biomass

Luzon

Visayas

60

-

120

50

50

Solar

900

260

100

Wind

360

20

-

Total

1,400

400

Timelines
(D=Day)

1. ERC’s Issuance of GEAR Price

D

2. Release of Terms of Reference (TOR) and Auction
Round Procedures (ARP)

D1

3. Start of Registration of Qualified Suppliers

D 1 + 15

4. Last day of Registration of Qualified Suppliers

D 16 + 10

5. Evaluation of Qualified Suppliers

D 26 + 5

6. Posting of Qualified Bidders

D 31 + 1

7. Pre-bid Conference for Qualified Bidders

D 32 + 1

8. Conduct of Auction

D 33 + 20

9. Posting of the Notice of Award

D 53 + 3

Mindanao

Target Capacity (MW)
80

Activities

200

▪ The ERC needs to issue the GEAR price no later than 60 days after the release of the notice of auction based
on the DOE circular. Thus, their deadline for issuing the GEAR price is 17 March 2022, but this is delayed.
▪ The first auction may happen in Q2 2022.
Source: DOE and WaterRock Energy Research

WaterRock Energy Economics
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b

To displace old technology/infrastructure

LNG Terminal can ensure the availability of gas for existing and new CCGT
capacity, and increase flexibility in the system
Future Production of Malampaya Gas Field
Gas contract with
Ilijan CCGT expired
on 4 June 2022

mmscf/d
450
400

SC 38 concession
expired on 23 Feb
2024

300
250
200
150
100
50

▪ Ensure the availability of gas to both
existing and new gas capacity

Expected Gas Production

350

Highly uncertain future
production after 23 Feb
2024
After SC 38, remaining gas
reserve is reportedly 0.38-0.59
Trillion Cubic Feet (TCF)],
allowing it to produce at 150250 mmscf/d for another 3-5
years.

An LNG terminal is critical to:

‒

Gas capacity is cost competitive for mid-merit
application; gas can also provide values for
improving environmental sustainability and
enhancing energy security in the Philippines.

▪ Provide flexibility values and

▪ Provide other knock-on positive impacts
such as increased negotiation leverage
and learning to position the Philippines as
one of the LNG trading hubs in Asia.

0

WaterRock Energy Economics
Source: Public news and WaterRock Energy Research
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b

To displace old technology/infrastructure

The old coal and gas capacity will need to be replaced or refurbished in
2020s
Capacity Addition in 1995-2010 in Luzon

GW

Coal
Geothermal
Solar

Gas
Biofuel
Wind

12

10

8

6

4

Hydro
Oil
Peak demand

▪ The first wave of coal-fired power projects (totaled 3.1
GW*) was built in 1996-2000 in Luzon, which was under
the fast track program backed up 25-year power sale
agreements to relieve power shortage in 1990s.
▪ These coal projects are reaching the end of their
economic life, so they need to be replaced or
refurbished.

▪ 2.7 GW of CCGT capacity signed back-to-back longterm power sale agreements with Meralco DU, and they
are commissioned in early 2000s. They will also need to
be refurbished in late 2020s.

2

0
*Note: The old coal plants include 2x300 MW Calaca units, 2x 382 MW Pagbilao units, (315+344) MW Masinloc units,
2x647 MW Sual units and 460 Quezon power unit.
The old gas plants include 1200 MW Ilijan, 1043 MW Santa Rita and 527 MW San Lorenzo units.

WaterRock Energy Economics
Source: DOE, Public news and WaterRock Energy Research
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c

To acquire privatized assets

PSALM has plans to privatize several assets in 2020-2022, but the process is
delayed
Remaining PSALM Power Assets for Privatization
Rated Capacity

Sale

Status

Malaya Thermal Power Plant
(Luzon),

650 MW oil plant

Physical asset

Sold to Belgrove Power Corp
for 3.1235 billion peso
(USD 96/kW)

Caliraya-Botocan-Kalayaan
(CBK) HEPPs

797 MW contracted capacity
(pumped storage hydro-power
plant operated by CBK Power
Company in Luzon)

IPP BROT/PPA contract up to
07 Feb 2026;
IPP contract transfers to IPPA

2020 (delayed);
New schedule is 2022-2023.

Mindanao coal-fired power plant

200 MW contracted capacity
(coal plant in Mindanao)

IPP BOT/PPA contract up to 15
Nov 2031 operated by STEAG
State Power;
IPP contract transfers to IPPA.

2022 (delayed);
New schedule is 2023-2024.

Casecnan HEPP

228 GWh contracted energy
(hydro-power plant operated by
CE Casecnan Water and
Energy Company in Luzon)

IPP BOT/PPA contract up to 05
Apr 2022;
target to sell the physical asset.

2021 (delayed);
New schedule is 2022.

Agus-Pulangi HEPPs
(Mindanao)

1001.1 MW Hydro

Physical asset.

Privatization is subjected to
consultation with Congress and
PSALM Board’s policy direction

Source: PSALM website, WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis

WaterRock Energy Economics
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d

M&A Opportunities

Merger & acquisition opportunities are likely to be sporadic as most of the
“obvious” targets have been divested
Selected M&A activities in 2016-2021
2016

▪ AboitizPower paid Blackstone $1.2 bn in
GNPower coal project deal

Potential Divestment Opportunities Exist for the
“Stranded” Solar Plants Built in 2016
Installed
Capacity, MW

Luzon

600

2017

▪ GIC and Macquarie Infrastructure fund bought
Philippines’ EDC share for up to $1.3 billion

2018

▪ SMC Power acquired AES coal project for $1
billion

500
400

526
17

226

300

2019

▪ AboitizPower acquired 60 percent of AC
Energy’s thermal energy unit
▪ Ayala Corp acquired Phinma Energy
▪ KEPCO acquired 38 percent in Solar Philippines’s
50 MW Calatagan FIT Solar plant; Citicore
acquired the PH solar portfolio of Armstrong
▪ JERA acquires 27% of outstanding shares of
Aboitiz Power Corp.

Source: Public News, WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis

Mindanao

No contracts and selling
to WESM. Owners may
want to divest
335
13

239

200
284
100

83
0

With FIT

2021

Visayas

Without FIT

There is also a pending regulation to open the
utilities sector to full foreign ownership
WaterRock Energy Economics
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e

Special Projects

Many other niche opportunities also exist, and detailed assessment of local
factors are required
There are likely increasing opportunities on “green” solutions
▪ Behind the meter generation (like rooftop solar). A targeted business development plan is important to have a
focused effort to build up the business. Different business models can be adopted
‒ For example, for B2B rooftop solar business, one can adopt different models: (a) consumer owned; (b) solar
leasing; (c) solar PPA; (d) solar + retail.
▪ Battery energy storage to provide ancillary service. Given the lack of additional capacity to supply ancillary
services, battery could be a cost competitive option to provide regulating reserves
‒ As solar and wind capacity account for a higher percentage of installed in Visayas and there is also a lack of
flexible capacity in the Visayas grid, the value of battery is likely the highest among the three main grids.
‒ Local conglomerates like SMC have invest in substantial battery energy storage capacity in the Philippines.
▪ Technologies for demand response. With tightening market fundamental, the Philippines government (like many
other countries) will likely look to see how it can introduce demand response programs in the medium-term.

Source: WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis
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Even with the identified opportunities, there are many hurdles to
overcome to commercialize and capture the value
Many Questions Remain to be Answered
▪ What are the available Commercial
Mechanisms that define commercial
opportunities?

▪ Who are the Competitors and what are their
motivations and commercial objectives?
▪ What are the Risks that need to be evaluated?

We can work closely with you
to address these questions
one-by-one

▪ Does the investment Create Future Options
which may become valuable?
▪ What are the Exit Options?

Source: WaterRock Energy Research and Analysis
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WaterRock Energy offers advisory services to help clients to make better
decision in the power and gas sector in Asia
A Boutique Market and Economic Consultancy

Our Key Clients (since July 2018)

Focus on Asian power and gas markets and assets

Highly experienced team
Practical, analytical, nimble, client-focused with deep local
knowledge and connection with local regulators/companies

Commercial and Regulatory Support
Transaction support, market analysis, regulatory support,
Tariff benchmark

Strong client base
Regulators, grid companies, utilities, PE funds, financial
institutions, gas suppliers and importers

WaterRock Energy Economics
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Highly experienced team to support transaction work, market and
regulatory studies on power and gas sectors in the Philippines
Liutong Zhang
(Director and modelling)
experit or)

Oscar Alvarez
(Consultant)

▪ 14 years of experience on the power and
gas sector in the Philippines, Singapore
and greater China region

▪ >10 years of experience in the ASEAN
energy sector
▪ Business development of renewable projects
for international and domestic companies

▪ Led more than 20 GW of RE and
thermal power due-diligent/market
studies in the Philippines, Singapore and
greater China region in the past 5 years

▪ Master’s Degree in Environment and Natural
Resources Management (Special citation for
exemplary academic achievement),
University of the Philippines

▪ BEng from NUS, Singapore (1st class
honor and full scholarship)

Jimmy Shih
(Commercial expert)

Greater
China Region

▪ This enables the team to look at
markets, asset valuation and
regulatory/policy decisions from a
truly multifaceted perspective.

▪ 40+ years of business development
and energy consulting for power
projects in Asia

Vietnam
Singapore

▪ Individual team members have
backgrounds in economics,
engineering, regulation and
market modelling in the electricity
and gas industry, as well as power
and IPP business development,
M&A, and project financing.

Philippines
Malaysia

▪ Led AES team on wind project
development in China and ASEAN
in 2007-09
▪ Master of Science, University of
London

Indonesia

WaterRock Energy Economics
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Our key strengths to support transaction, quantitative modelling
and regulatory work in the Philippines
Long and deep
experience in
renewable and
thermal generation
in the Philippines

▪ Completed due diligence studies for more than 5 GW of thermal, geothermal, wind and solar projects
in the Philippines, and advised multiple clients on entry strategy to renewable and gas sector in the
Philippines
‒

Liutong Zhang (Lucas) was involved in or led several market due-diligence studies, including the acquisition of
Global Business Power (GBP)’s power assets by MPIC and Meralco, the sale of Sithe Global’s Mariveles coal
plant, the sale of AES Masinloc coal plant, and the acquisition of the EDC geothermal asset by MIRA and GIC
in 2015-2018

‒

In 2019-2022, the WaterRock Energy team, led by Lucas, completed more than 8 projects on renewable and
gas market entry strategy and modelling studies for foreign investors. In early 2020, Lucas was invited to
present to the Philippines' Energy Committee of the Senate and Philippines' House of Representatives on the
role of natural gas and economics of building new LNG terminals [Examples are shown in the next three
slides].

▪ Mr Oscar Alvarez and Mr Jimmy Shih have practical experience in developing renewable projects in the
Philippines and Oscar is physically located in the Philippines. The team also have good contact with the key
regulatory bodies in the Philippines.
International
perspective and a
robust and
objective approach

▪ The team have extensive experience for project developers and financial investors on transaction support
engagements in other competitive electricity markets like Singapore

▪ The firm has built and used an in-house robust power dispatch model to forecast dispatch and price of each
power plant in the Philippines.

WaterRock Energy Economics
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Our key strengths to support transaction, market or regulatory work
in the Philippines
Key Strength of
WaterRock
Long and deep experience
in all kinds of generation
sources
Advising > 5 GW of renewable
and thermal capacity
investment or M&A

In-depth understanding of
regulatory and policy issues
Advising foreign investors on
CSP, RPS, ROCA and WESM
market design

Strong network of local
contacts
Good relationship with local
experts and regulators (ERC,
DOE, Energy Committee)

Power Optimization Tool of WaterRock Energy
(to systematically understand cost competitiveness, dispatch and market price of
existing and new power plants)

Key inputs

Power dispatch and
optimization model

Key supply parameters:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Capacity
Heat rate
Fuel input and fuel price
Variable operating cost
Historical bid price

Key demand
parameters:
▪ Demand profile
▪ Demand growth

New entry economics:
▪ Capital cost
▪ WACC/hurdle rate

Dispatch
Module

Illustrative
supply curves
USD/MWh

Peak
load

180
160

Existing oil

140

Avg offpeak
load

120

Long-term
optimization

100

Existing CCGT
(San Gabriel)

80

60
40

Capacity
Expansion
Module

20

RE

New and
committed
base-load and
mid-merit
Existing coal plants

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

MW
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Examples of Philippines Project Experience

Multiple
WaterRock Energy provided
multiple detailed market
studies, price and dispatch
forecast services

Multiple
Led/Involved in duediligence studies on buying
and selling renewable assets
in the Philippines

Multiple
Led multiple detailed market
studies on energy mix,
power contracting and RE
regulation

JBIC
WaterRock Energy provided
multiple studies on the role
of renewables and gas/LNG
in the Philippines

PE house &
2015-17
Meralco
Quantify and assess the
value of a pumped storage
plant to help negotiation of a
PSA

Multiple
Led multiple studies on the
economics of investing in
LNG terminals in Luzon,
Visayas and Mindanao

Gas Investor
WaterRock Energy provided
a market entry study on the
economics of investing in an
LNG terminal in Luzon

IPP & ERC
Quantify and assess the
value of a battery storage
plant to justify approval of a
power agreement

Multiple
Led/involved in business
development for several
solar and geothermal
projects in the Philippines

2020-22

2019-21

2019

2012-18

2015-17

2011-20

2011-18

2010-19

2017

For an IPP

Involved in the sale duediligent study for AES’s
Masinloc coal plants
2016-17

Banks

Involved in a buy side duediligent market study for the
purchase of geothermal assets
by MIRA and GIC

2015

For a PE house

Involved in the sale duediligent study for Blackrock’s
GN Power coal asset
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Example A (2019-2020)

Advise JBIC and the government on the role of gas and the economics of
building an LNG terminal in the Philippines
Key Scope and Delivered Work (2019-20)
▪ Scope: develop a framework to assess the value of gas-fired
power capacity in the Philippines and present to key
government stakeholders on ways to enable the construction
of LNG terminal(s) if needed.

JBIC Workshop on Role of Natural Gas in the
Philippines for the Energy Committee of Senate
by WaterRock Energy Economics (Jan 2020)

▪ Work delivered by the WaterRock Energy Team (Lucas,
Oscar, Kelvin and Jimmy):
− Assess the value of gas capacity and LNG terminal
infrastructure based on a trilemma value framework
(Cost, Sustainability and Security)
− Use a power dispatch model to quantify a distribution
of expected gas and LNG demand under different
scenarios in the Philippines market and also quantify
the flexible value of gas as share of intermittent
renewable sources increase
− Propose key enablers and government actions
required to facilitate the entry of LNG terminal based on
international best practice
− Present key findings to Energy Committee of Senate,
the House of Representatives, DOE and the ERC.

JBIC news clips link: Title: JBIC Holds Workshop on the Gas Sector in the
Philippines at the Senate of the Philippines;
Title: JBIC Makes Presentation about the Status of the Gas Sector in the
Philippines at the Country’s House of Representatives.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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Example B (2013-2021)

Advise multiple foreign investors on WESM price forecast and the economics
and strategy of investing in thermal and renewable projects in the Philippines
A Study to understand the economics of CCGTs and an LNG terminal in Luzon in H1 2019
▪ Scope: Provide a robust analysis on the economics of investing in an LNG terminal in Luzon for an international investor.
▪ Work delivered by the WaterRock Energy Team (Lucas):
− Use a power dispatch model to quantify the expected dispatch and price of existing and new CCGT plants in the WESM market.
Key analysis is also done to understand the position of existing and new gas plants in the merit order and economics of building a
new LNG terminal in Luzon.
− A comprehensive report to review the historical development of the gas sector in the Philippines, assess the economics of
investing in an LNG terminal in Luzon and provide detailed analysis on the competitive selection process (CSP)

Market Studies and Price Forecast for Foreign and Local Power Investors by WaterRock Energy in
2020-21
▪ Scope: Provide multiple detailed WESM price forecast and market studies for foreign and local renewable and gas market investors.
▪ Work delivered by the WaterRock Energy Team (Lucas and Oscar):
− Use a power dispatch model to forecast WESM price in the next 20 years under different scenarios. Key analysis is also done on
expected levelized cost of building new solar plants over the year, any potential constraints for building solar capacity in the market
and impact of the introduction of Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) etc.
− Comprehensive market reports to provide analysis on supply and demand market fundamental, regulatory context, renewable
portfolio standard, key market players, and key drivers and rationales of the price forecast outcome from the power dispatch model.
WaterRock Energy Economics
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WaterRock

Thanks and Contact

Energy Economics

www.waterrockenergy.com

WaterRock Energy
Economics (HK)

Key contact numbers,
No. in HK: +852 9365 8216

For enquiries, contact
Liutong Zhang (Lucas)
lzhang@waterrockenergy.com
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